Details. Back of a jacquard tapestry from Serie of cangas
Jacquard loom
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The work of Jean-Marie Fahy focuses on writing
processes, both physical and textual, which are
then staged in space. At the center of his research,
there lies the score, potentially recorded, described, or drawn. Interested in the spoken word,
he plays with the levels of language, from oral to
written, from written to oral, transcribing conversations and learning by heart texts re-interpreted
during performances. The words are translated,
sometimes, not always. This practice of re-narration is linked to the editorial methodology that
supports it.
He uses drawing as a notation system,
and also creates props like clothes for his performances. The object and the narrative, choreographed or improvised, question a certain idea of
what is spectacular and ordinary.
Through a practice of self-staging, the artist
becomes both character and subject of study.
Without being neither an actor nor a dancer, it is
as much his corporality as his social position and
attitude that is filmed, observed and transcribed.
Voluntarily subjective, it seeks to build a
relationship with the spectators by using common
aspects of imaginary, literature and emotion.

Introduction and index

2

O gringo que chega, the gringo who arrives,
is a set of work constituted of a recorded text
activated by a performance in two parts. The audio
piece is a bit more than fourty minutes long and is
constituted of one text, simultaneously played in
French and Portuguese. It explains the relationship
of the author with Brazil, situating himself within the
context of the two languages, and tells his fascination with a lost island he might be from but doesn’t
really belong to. It integrates different popular
Brazilian songs from various genres, also known
outside of Brazil, that illustrate a cultural use of
entertainment as a space of protest or critics. The
works use the grammatical logic of carnival, using a
defined classical vocabulary, but perverting it.
Starting on Mas que nada remixed by the
Black Eyes Pies, the introduction song is a collage
and composition using lyrics from Clara Nunes and
Jorge Bem. The dance part and the music realized
on an electronic synthetizer are a variation of samba, turning both the movement and the rythm into a
rave. The performer gets undressed in his excessive dancing, ending in a beach thung.
He then start to present the works and
research using codes of contemporary art presentation, appropriating himself a text from sociologist Yaël Kreplak, Once it is out, it is anybody’s,
Quelques remarques sur les méthodes de Frank
Leibovici. The hightly academic lecture on conversational analisys and discourse turns grotesque. As
it goes, the artists somehow becomes the looped
fragment of his own show.
Music by Matheline Marmy
Text of the audio piece
June 2022

Set up in space of the elements of the piece, a screen would be added
Overall suit realized by Fabio Martins in Rio de Janeiro based on Metaxourgeio performance costume

O gringo que chega – ongoing research and performance project
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The performer starts with a blue overall and gradually gets undressed by the movement he does
The full performance is 30 min long and was presented at the master jury presentation, a short version without the text was then been performed for the open days

O gringo que chega – ongoing research and performance project
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Serie of cangas is an on-going project
on the representations of bodies in art history.
‘Canga’ means beach towel in Portuguese. The
first tapestry from the serie depicts a gay beach
scenery in Rio de Janeiro. It freely intergrates different characters from traditionnal Gobelins tapestry
L’Histoire de Scipion.
The project started in Rio de Janeiro while
drawing on the beach, hence the interest in technical aspects of textile in relation to the body. The
tapestries are made from a Jacquard loom which
is also known for being the first computational
weaving system.
June 2022

Details. Serie of Cangas, 160 x 285 cm. The angels are from the frieze of L’Histoire de Scipion, different cherubs hook up or drink in the original tapestry
Production by EEExclusives, Netherlands. The files is a vectorization of a collage of drawings and pictures

Serie of cangas – ongoing
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Exhibition view. Fluxum Foundation, Geneva, June 2022
The color of the work referres to The Apocalypse Tapestry, one of the most significant classical tapestry from Middle Age

Serie of cangas – ongoing
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The backside of the tapestry was displayed facing the entrance of the exhibition.
It highlights the Jacquard technique and makes the spectator turn around the work in order to see appearing the main composition.

Serie of cangas – ongoing
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Factory of excess is a seminar laboratroy
initated by Alexandra Bachzetsis at HEAD built on
the study of various music genres, intertwined with
body work exercises.
I propose to call it “factory of excess,”
by analogy Factory of Eccentric Actor (Fabrika
ekscentricheskogo aktyora – FEKS), an experimental collective workshop for actors’ training and film
and theatre production founded by Grigori Kozintsev and Leonid Trauberg in Petrograd, Russia in
1921. The seminar offers the students an opportunity to engage in collective production of embodied
self. The tension between the “taylorized beauty”
of scientifically managed factory work and transgressive manifestations of individual excess is at
the core of the seminar’s work method. In the New
Babylon of post-capitalist economy, our bodies
are factories of today. Can the workers leave the
factory? Alexandra Bachzetsis
Working on an individual pieces and improvisations during one year, the Factory of excess
has then been perform for two session of three
hours each. Each performer follows their own
proposal, cross crossing with the one of the other.
Keys moments of group choregraphed actions
were then inserted in the session, creating an
aleatory partition rythmed by a encounter points for
the performers.
Seminar and concept:
Alexandra Bachzetsis,
Performed and created by:
Alexandra Bachzetsis, Mélissa Biondo,
Berenice Courtin, Giuliana Dridi, Plume Ducret,
Jean-Marie Fahy, Cillian Henin, Amara Mani, Priya
Lanfranchi, Loren Tschannen, Antoine Weil
June 2022

O gringo que chega integrates here a parallel set up where the performer endures on a long run a set of action that are choreographed but improvised and mixed to new gestureaccording to the group.

Factory of excess – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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The duration of the performance creates a different set for the body that get exhausted
Picture by Zoé Aubry

Factory of excess – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Felipe / Vito / Sambórdomo are videos
from a research time in Rio de Janeiro during the
pandemic. The DV camera footage documents
differents dialogue situations related to dance and
entertainement.
Felipe is collaborative work and discussion
with Felipe Coelho, cultural worker from Rio de
Janeiro met through an online application by the
artist and with who he became friend. The footage
is a reheasal session of voguing filmed by Felipe
where he interactes with the camera and portraitize
himself freely. It echoes a audio piece integrated to
the book Study of Lightness (see below in the document) where the two of them speak on dance and it
possibilities of emancipation.
Vito records the encounter between the
artist and Vito da Silva Cardosa. During a shooting
of a sunset in Rio de Janeiro, Vito came to offer his
performance on Eu to bolado (I’m pissed) a funk
song by Mc Galo about periferic reality.

Above, screenshot of Felipe, dancing in his room in Vidigal, Rio de Janeiro
Workers at the Sambódromo, da Marquês de sapucai, by Oscar Niemeyer. Empty of its spectator, the building remains a space closed to public and protected by huge blue fences.

Felipe / Vito / Sambódromo – video works
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Sambordómo is a set of three videos on
the space of the carnival parade of Rio de Janeiro.
It presents it from three different time and space
perspective. These are part of a general research
on Brazilian carnival and its use as a space of protest or critics.
The first video happens inside of the sambodromo building by Oscar Niemeyer, closed to the
public, and where cleaning agents take care of the
sculptural architecture.
The second records the occupation of the
public part of the avenue, normally open to trafic,
by a dance group the day of carnival, canceled due
to the pandemic. The group of girls in pink repeat
a choreography for a tribute to the brasilian singer
Ludmila, blocking the car to pass.
The last one is an english subtitles version
of the official video from TV Globo of the samba
school Paraiso do Tuiuti 2018, with theme the
history of slavery. Only the sound remains from
the footage where the translation of the journalists
description on the parade creates an uncanny
feeling. Without the shiny scenery of carnaval, the
harsh comments portrait an ubiquitous aspect
of brazilian reality, joyfull and terrible at the same
time. The translation remains for a part a failure,
the english language been unable to explain what
underly the words. It remains a change a pradigm
allowing another perspective on the material and
its perception abroad.
February 2021

Installation view of the videos in space, HEAD Geneva
In the front Rio Dança, dance group filming iillegaly in the Sambódromo, and on the back screen Vito

Felipe / Vito / Sambódromo – video works
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Rio dance, dance group, Rio de Janeiro
Video stills, Mini-DV camera, digital record, carnival, Rio de Janeiro, February 2021

Felipe / Vito / Sambódromo – video works
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Gruppo Petrolio is a collective formed by
Lili Reynaud Dewar and joined by Jacopo Belloni,
Jean-Marie Fahy, Yassine Gheribi, Oélia Gouret,
Bekim Sebastien Krivaqa, Delphine Mouly, Théo
Pesso, Mina Squalli, Caroline Schattling Villeval and
Karoline Straczek.
Mostly meeting at night in the empty building
of the art school, drinking wine under red neon
spots, the group starts a conversation on Pasolini and his book Petrolio, digging into the political
parallel of the present era with the time of his death.
Gruppo Petrolio then collectively decides to make
a movie on a fictive revolutionnary group planning
an action on a scientific research lab in Grenoble.
Themselves under the cover to make a movie, the
group confusingly tries to realize his action but ends
up been over runed by a rival fraction.
In an indirect manner, the nine episodes
and 7 hours long parodic telenovela ends up to be
a conversation on art production, political engagement and togetherness. Somehow, the reality
beyond the movie meets the fiction. Lili, mysterious
character pushing the group in unclear directions
faces a set of young activists which cohesion is
always close to explode.
The production of the movie and its will to be
unhierarchical partly fails, either in the fiction where
none of the character has a similar perception, but
also off screen in the representation system where
the work is at the end presented. The unbalanced
power of representation of the differents artists
taking part don’t make the circulation of the movie
possible in an equal manner. Showing a collective
process, the piece is still an attempt to build up together a work, positioning itself for a common vision
of art production where each actors fully participate
as authors.
September 2019 – July 2021

Video screenshot of Episode 2, Médée scene, filmed in Genoble. Image by Victor Zébo
Production Fondation Bullukian, HEAD Geneva, MOCO.ESBAM Montpellier and Lili Reynaud-Dewar

Gruppo Petrolio – collective movie project
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Performance
Video stills, image by Sayaka Mizuno, HEAD, June 2020

Schönheit wird bezahlt – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Schönheit wird bezahlt is a sentence taken
from Das Model, from Kraftwerk, a cult song that
many people consider to be the premise of techno
music. Playing ambiguously between dance and
performance, the solo piece deals with different
types of representations linked to the spectacle
and creates a loop through the different scenes.
Starting from the idea of a strip tease that would go
backwards, the performer goes through different
images, playing with stereotypes and undoing them
by illustrating them. Mixing choreographical movements with commun gestures, it plays with familiar
but slightly shifted images, creating an uncanny
feeling in relation to the mobilised stereotypes.
Part of the piece were to be presented in
January 2022 at Théâtre du Grütli for the festival
Go Go Go with Cie Folle de Paroles, it has been
canceled as the performer had COVID.

Sketches of different parts of the piece
Approximative lenght of the performance 30 min

Schönheit wird bezahlt – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Sketches of the last part
Strip-tease going backwards

Schönheit wird bezahlt – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Study on lightness is an editorial project. As
part of the Work.Master, invited artists give studio
visits to the programm’s participants. Recording
all meetings the artist had during two years, the
transcription of theses conversations are mixed
with radio extracts and external conversations,
creating a database of art references, but also a
gossipy and inaccurate materials, illustrating the
evolution of the works and also the methodology
of the different actors, appearing through their
speech and anecdotes. The project works as a
parallel encyclopedia, gathering an image bank of
pieces seen in exhibitions, the transcriptions of audio recordings, all the texts of the performance of
the artist, as well as the drawings and picture made
during the process.
Included in the conversations:
Mabê Bethonico, Felipe Coelho, Marlène Charpentier,
Isabelle Chladek, Jean-Marie Fahy, Donna Kukama,
Douna Lim, Julie Marmet, Matheline Marmy, Théo
Pesso, Mai-thu Perret, Davi Pontes, Lili Reynaud
Dewar, Olga Rozenblum, Laurent Schmidt, Niels
Trannois, David Zerbib
External audio materials from conferences,
radio programms, interviews or theater pieces:
Eduardo Bonito, Laura Brandini, Steven Cairns,
Federico Campagna, Dalida, Catherine Deneuve,
Valérie Dréville, Marie Dubat, Fabiana Ex-Souza,
Luiz Fernando Freitas, Adam Linder, Calixto Neto,
Christodoulos Panayiotou, André Parinaud,
Odile Quirot, Luisa Tetrazzini
February 2022

Prototype of the book
The contributors are referred in the credits and the context of the conversation is given at its beginning, references are listed, thematic are underlined, the book is chronological

Study on lightness – book
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General view and details of the index and indexation system of the conversation on the left
The book is binded in one huge booklet only

Study on lightness – book
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L’artiste disposé, means in French the
displayed but also the well disposed artist. It is a
performance that plays on the codes of presentation of contemporary art. The text is a collage of various artists statements that the performer strings
together in a natural way as the artist begins to
sweat a black ink that stains his white jumper. The
presentation becomes epic, conflating the artist’s
struggle with his own representation in the final part
of the performance.
Text of the performance
February 2021

Video screenshot
Performance is in French with English subtitiles on a screen

L’ artiste disposé – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Video screenshot, video from Sophie Dascal, Maya Corboud, Léon Yersin
Presented at HEAD for Jours bleus and performed at the Centre d’art contemporain Genève

Dancing Geneva – performing for Alexandra Bachzetsis, Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva
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Dancing Geneva, originally conceived with
the students of the Rietveld Akademie in Amsterdam in 2009, is a performance piece for 14
dancers created at HEAD in Geneva.
Each performer created a vocabulary of
movements that evolve in the piece, going through
slow motion, intense accelaration, normal speed.
The sequence gets into a loop, going backward. In
the process, different swap in the charater occures,
creating duo or trio.
Based on an existent structure, the performer make his own gesture creation dialogues with
the one of the others, exploring the possibilities
of body language and its commun aspects, while
existing in sort of cinematic set up where each
action is unique but also repeated.
Credit
Concept and choreography: Alexandra Bachzetsis
Performance and Interpretation: Julia Botelho,
Emi Curty, Plume Ducret, Samuelle Etienne,
Jean-Marie Fahy, Zoé Gronchi, Matthieu La-Brossard,
Madeline Marone, Alice Oechslin, Zeltia Robin,
Alexandra Salem, Gabriel Shields-Hanau,
Antoine Weil
Music: Lies Vanborm
Captation at the Centre d’art contemporain
June 2021

Dancing Geneva – performing for Alexandra Bachzetsis, Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva
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Performance with handmade soaps, combination made with Marie Bajenova
HEAD, 2020

Metaxourgeio – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Metaxourgeio, also the name of a
neighboordhood in Athens, is performance of
text based on a tourist experience in Athens. The
piece features a set of handmade soaps molded
with a pattern taken from a graffiti photographed
in an arcade of the city. They are placed on the
floor with a tray of clear water when the performer arrives and grabs one. He kneels on the
floor and begins to speak while manipulating the
soap, almost as if he were caressing it. The water
becomes more and more opaque as the narrative portrays Athens and its contrasts, taking as
its main character a young woman who bumps
into a wall without ever being able to pierce it.
Relating several situations and rambling on their
spectacular content, the perfomer appears in the
third person in the text, a tourist risking, like all
those of his kind, to take a selfie stick in the belly
and to slip lamentably on the too smooth stone of
the Parthenon.
Text of the performance
January 2020

Metaxourgeio – performance, HEAD, Geneva
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Exhibition view at the Bourses de la Ville de Genève, laureat in applied art
Centre d’Art Contemporain, Geneva

Just visiting – book, exhibited at Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva
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Just visiting is an abstract atlas realized
after various trips between Lebanon and
Israel-Palestine. The book gathers a collection of
texts and three series of images. The images are
all photographs and screenshots collected during
the trips and vectorized afterwards. The entire textual material consists of conversations and chats,
chronologically retracing conversations with about
sixty encounters made in the public space, but
also online on platforms such as Tinder and Grindr.
The recorded dialogues and monologues form the
script of a scenario with multiple entries. From one
discussion to another, a certain reality is revealed,
young and complex. In context of ultra consumption and political instability, desire and frustration
meet under the aegis of four watchwords: holidays,
future, sex and rebellion.
«The Middle East. It’s the Middle for who ?
The people of the East and for the people
of the West? It’s a frustration. It’s always
problematic. The three concepts are problematic, so whatever you say, it’s wrong.
So let’s just say nowhere’s land.»

The protection plastic film of the book is silk-screen printed, when opening the book, you loose the image
Edition 550 copies, self-publishing

Just visiting – book, exhibited at Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva
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Jean-Marie Fahy
04.06.1992
Irish-Swiss

EXHIBITIONS
AND PERFORMANCES

Gruppo Petrolio, projection and event, Forde / Spoutnik, Geneva 2022
Grand Tour, graduation show, performances at Live In Your HEAD, Geneva 2022
Collective (r)evolution, group show, BØWIE Gallery, IceBergues, Geneva 2022
Factory of Excess, performance, HEAD, Geneva 2022
Trans(m)issions, exposition, Gruppo Petroleo collective, Hôtel des collections de Montpellier 2022
GoGoGo, Nos Désirs (...), performance with Cie Folle de parole, Théâtre du Gütli, Geneva 2022
Cabaret de nos désirs, Prélude, performance solo, Vélodrome, Genève 2021
Dancing Geneva, performance of Alexandra Bachzetsis, Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva 2021
Out&Out, performance, Cie Folle de parole, Le Phare, Geneva 2020
Expansion, group show, collab with Assaf Hinden, The Edmond de Rotschild Center, Tel Aviv 2020
Bourses de la ville de Genève, Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva 2019
Jeu dada, performance, Flux Laboratory, Carouge 2016
No serie, Hangar 9, Carouge 2016
Ça coule, performance, Atelier du Vélodrome, Geneva 2015
Unmapping the world, Festival de graphisme de Chaumont, Chaumont 2015
The Tribunal for Uncertain Objects, Stroom, The Hague 2015
Prix de la jeune bande dessinée de la République et canton de Genève, Geneva 2014
Dérives, performance, Théâtre du Galpon, Geneva 2013

AWARDS

Laureat of the Bourses de la Ville de Genève – Berthoud, Lissignol-Chevalier et Galland 2019
Unmapping the world, Festival international de l’affiche et du graphisme de Chaumont 2015

CURATORIAL
PROJECTS

Looming, performance and residence programm, Fluxum Foundation, Geneva 2022
ÀDuplex (Waldon), commun management and programmation, Geneva 2018-2019
Exhibitions on paper, artists multiples edition project since 2017
Kiosque des Augustins, exhibitions space, HALTE collective, Geneva 2016

RELATED WORKING
EXPERIENCES

Independant graphic designer ongoing
Assistant for Alexandra Bachzetsis solo piece Notebook ongoing
Project manager, Fondation Fluxum, Geneva ongoing
Graphic designer, Studio David Voss, Leipzig 2017

STUDIES

Work.Master, HEAD – Geneva 2019 - 2022
Typography class of Ludovic Balland, HGB – Leipzig 2018
Bachelor in visual communcation, HKB – Berne 2013-2016
Erasmus, KABK – The Hague 2014 - 2015
Art foundation year, CFPAA – Geneva 2012-2013
Art visuel level 6, GTI – Galway 2011
Apprenticeship in object design, CFPAA – Geneva 2007-2011

DIPLOMAS

Master of Arts HES-SO in Fine Arts, major in Work.Master – Contemporary Artistic Practices 2022
Bachelor of Arts in visual communication
Federal VET Diploma, with honors
Federal Vocational Baccalaureate

Lives and works between Geneva
and Rio de Janeiro
jeanmariefahy.com
exhibitionsonpaper.com
fluxum.ch/projects/35/looming
FR-EN-PT-DE

Photoc credits: Matheline Marmy and Jean-Marie Fahy, Zoé Aubry for the book Just visiting
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